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EXERCISE 1
1

Pay up. Pay Ed. Pay Joe. Pay Deb.

Ted paid Deb. Deb paid Joe. Joe paid Abe.

Pay a debt. A page edge. Date a page.

The page edge. The jet age. A pub bet.

An aid debt. An aid boat. A taupe boat.

A pay-day date. A debt date.

2

Date page eight. Date page aitch.

Tape a page. Tape an ode.

Dub a tape. Touch an ape toe.

Touch a page. Touch an edge.

Touch a toad. Touch a boat.

Tow a boat. The Dutch boat depot.

3

A Dutch pub. A Dutch babe. A Dutch ode.

The Dutch bay. The Tay Bay ebb.

Bait an ape. Bait a pup. A pub jape.

Poach a chub. Etch a page.

An oboe. A butt. The bow. The dope.

Budge a boat. A boat jut. A jet boat.

4

Pay Abe eight a day.

Deb Page paid Ed Pope.

Joe paid Dutch Ted.

The judge paid a debt.

Ted owed a pub debt.

Ted owed Deb a debt.

5

Ted paid a debt, Deb owed a debt.

Joe owed a boat debt.

The judge owed Joe a debt.

Chay Page owed a pay-day debt.

Abe Pope owed a pub debt.

The boat towed a boat.

6

Job towed a Dutch boat.

Ed Judge towed a boat.

A Dutch judge towed a boat.

Deb, a babe, ate a date.

Pep, a doe, ate an oat.

Ed Page owed Abe Page.

EXERCISES 2
1

Fay showed us a photo.

Beth showed us a boat.

Abe showed us a beige shed.

They showed us an essay.

They showed Beth a fave photo.

Show us an essay.

2

Sew a shape, Faith.

A foe, a thud, a death.

The death photo showed a fade.

Show us the boat depth.

They bathe a babe.

They fed the babe.

3

Faith fed a babe.

The essay date. A vote day.

A pub photo vote.

They show us the shade.

They poach a chub.

They say Abe owes a pub debt.

4

They fetch us a vet.

They fetch a boat.

They both fetch a jet boat.

The vet showed us Shep.

The doe ate the vetch.

They both say an oath.

5

They fed the babe a veg.

They fed us both.

They both showed us an essay.

They showed us both a photo.
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The chef fed us a veg.

The chef showed us a beige fudge shape.

6

A chef showed us an ace pub.

They say the chef owes a debt.

They both shave.

They both owed us a debt.

They shove us a page.

They shove us a photo.

EXERCISE 3
1

Be a vet, be a judge, be a chef.

They say Ed paid it.

They say it was paid.

They have paid it to Deb.

Do a page a day.

Do the page which they showed us.

2

They have a page which was beige.

The page which they have was an essay.

Have they paid the debt to Joe?

Do they have a page eight?

Do they have them? They have them.

Have them pay the debt to us.

3

They think they have it.

They think they have to do it.

They think they have them.

They think Ed was the chef.

They think they have a vote.

Have them do a photo a day.

4

Have them fetch the boat.

Jay showed them a page.

Faith showed them a boat.

Have Faith fetch the babe.

Bathe the babe, Deb.

Deb fed the babe.

5

They have fed the babe.

Have they fed the babe?

Ed was a chef, Ted was a vet.

Joe was a paid judge.

Ed was the usual chef.

Chay was the usual age.

6

Faith was the judge.

Jay shall do an eight page essay.

Joe Pope shall show us the page.

Faith Page shall be the judge.

They shall have a vote too.

Deb shall be the vet.

7

Ted shall be the chef.

Have the chef do the usual.

Have them do the usual veg.

Have the judge do the usual oath.

They usually show us an essay.

They owed a debt to the pub but the debt
was paid.

8

Chay showed us a boat too.

Shove the boat to the bay.

They have a page but the judge showed us
two.

Have they paid the debt to the pub?

Which page do they have to show to the
judge?

Fetch it, Shep, fetch it to Joe!

9

They think they have to pay the vet.

They think they have to do it.

They have to think who the judge was.

Fetch the Dutch vet to do it.

They have to fetch the boat to the bay.

But they have to do it, Beth.



EXERCISE 3 (cont)
10

They have to have a boat today.

They have to think which to do.

They have page eight to do.

But which tape do they have?

Who do they have to do it?

Who do they think paid it?

EXERCISE 4
1

Kay may take the oak bench to Gabe.

Gaye may have a neck ache.

Get Peg to give mum the egg cake.

Take a cocoa mug to give to Meg.

Do take a cocoa cup to Jake.

They think the pub may take the keg.

2

They have come to the game.

They have to take the egg to the chef.

The chef may have to change the cup.

They know the duck may have an egg.

They think the tame duck may peck them.

Jake may have come to check the gauge
was OK.

3

Do they have to come to the game?

Monday they came to the pub game.

The game date was Monday the tenth.

They both know they have to bake a cake
today.

They say they have to dunk the cake.

Mum may have to chuck the mauve
cocoa cup.

4

Take the coach to the bay today.

They may show him the bay photo.

The cake chunk which they have given us
was enough.

Was the cake enough to munch, Joe?

They may have to shake the ketchup.

Folk think it was a shame it became a joke.

5

Do they think they may come Monday?

They know they may have to change the
bunk.

The date they have to come was the tenth.

The date they may change was May the
tenth.

Who do they have to get them to the
game?

The pub name became a joke.

6

It was the vogue to take a coach to the
dome.

They say they have a fake name.

They may have to check the fake page
code.

The cheque was given to Meg today.

It may take a month to get the cheque to
them.

Get the cheque which was given to them
today.

7

Gabe may have given him a vague joke.

They have to change the pub name today.

They think the code game was fake.

Do they have to take the cheque today?

Ed may have Monday to mow the meadow.

Have they come to change the gate?

8

They may have to check the gauge Monday
the tenth.

Do they know they have to change the
code?

The code name to escape was given to Jake
today.

It may take him a decade to get to know
them.

Make a change to the unpaid cheque they
have.

They say they both know fame may change
him.
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9

They know the thing they have to do
today to escape.

Do they know it was the OK thing to do?

Give the thing to Beth to take to The
Oak* pub today.

They think the fame thing may change
them.

Do they have a cake to give him to take
to the game?

They both think the game was a dumb
joke.

10

Ed Monk may have a chum to take to the
game.

Get him to take the tug boat to the bay
today.

Gabe may have an aim to change the
month.

They have an oak shed bench to make
today.

It was today Monday the coach came to
the bay.

Beth may change the cheque, to have
enough to give him.

EXERCISE 5
1

Come to the pub today to get pale ale.

We came to the lake below the ledge.

It was a low ledge below the gate.

They will have to give Mel a bowl.

Get them to weigh the coal load.

They will have to take the gel to Deb.

2

They led the pup to the bay to wade.

Give Deb the lunch loaf to take to the
chef.

Take the dull lead bowl to Ted Bell.

Get them to take the pole length today.

Get Faith to weigh the wage envelope.

Who will check the envelope length so it
will be enough?

3

It was a low ledge which they came to.

Beth may have a lame leg but the elbow
was OK.

We love the male pup which they showed
us.

We shall have to locate the web page
Monday.

They love the wage envelope which will get
them paid.

Beth may have to mail them the payday
wage envelope.

4

It was a dull tale but the joke was too lame.

Mel shall give us the loaf which will be
enough.

They think it was a Dutch boat which will
get the mail.

The wage envelope weighed too low.

Deb may love Ted but Meg may love Jake.

Deb wed Ted Monday but Meg wed Jake
today.

5

The judge may delay the game Monday.

Take the yellow egg yolk to the cake bowl.

They say they will be delayed today.

The gale may make the day too dull.

It will be Gail who will be taking the
envelope.

It may be we have to locate the coal depot
Monday.

6

Do they think it will be a no goal game?

No, they think it will be a two goal game.

Monday was a gale day but it will be a lull
today.

The lake bay was lush but it was so dull.

They think Jake Page was a dull fellow.

They think the web page game was a joke.



EXERCISE 5 (cont)
7

We may have to mull the joke they have
given us.

The chef weighed the yellow cake wedge.

They will have to have a pub lunch today.

They think they will have to have the
lunch delayed.

We think they will be delayed today.

We think they will have the pub lunch
today.

8

They will have to weigh it to make it a
low load.

We think we shall be delayed today too.

We shall have to get to The Bell Pub
today.

Ted Bell was a lord to the bay folk.

Lord Ted shall be a judge to the folk.

The duck may lay an egg but they will
take the egg it laid.

9

Beth Page may sew the yoke to the edge.

The pub chef may have the yellow egg
yolk.

Yep, we do love to do the web page game.

They think it was OK to say, “Woe to
them.”

They say it will be OK to take the unpaid
cheque to Jake.

They have laid the coal load below the
boat deck.

10

They will have the cheque which was
delayed today.

They usually say, “Yay, we have a pay
envelope today!”

The pale web was below the ledge.

It was a gale which will have delayed the
game.

The lake was too low to take the boat to
the bay.

They will have to get to the low gate to
escape the jail.
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